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If we are living in “post-industrial
Baltimore,” what was “industrial
Baltimore?

• Why did it end (if it has)?
 What caused it?

What could we have done to change
the pattern?
What can we do tomorrow to change

the pattern?
Sparrows Point is a symbol of both “industrial” and post-

industrial” Baltimore, so
Why did it decline and close?
What could have been done to change this development?
What can we do tomorrow to prevent another closure?







Sparrow's Point was originally marshland home to Native
American tribes for 8,000 years until 400 acres was granted to
Thomas Sparrow in 1652 by Cecil Calvert, who was trying to
attract settlers to what was then known as "the great northern
woods." Sparrow, who actually lived in Anne Arundel County,
later received 600 more acres as a proprietary land grant.

His son, Solomon Sparrow, made a home there in 1664,
calling it "Sparrow's Nest." Later in the 1700’s the area became
home to other families, who farmed and raised crops, built homes
and hunting lodges and first bred the Chesapeake Bay retriever.

By the 1860’s much of the land, about 385 acres, was
owned by the Fitzell family, who raised peaches, and the area was
renamed “Sparrows Point.”

In 1887, the Fitzells sold the land to Pennsylvania Steel for
its subsidiary, Maryland Steel, as the location was good for
importing raw materials, like iron ore from Cuba.



The Sparrows Point
cemetery was located behind
I Street on the North Side of
town near the garages but
the burial ground was there
long before either the town
or the mill came into being.

Retired Sparrows
Point police officer Charles
Ivey drew a diagram of the
town, showing that the
graveyard was off 9th Street,
across an alley behind the
indoor pistol range and the
laundry, near the garages.



Probably the Trotten
family burial place, it
contained the graves of
•John Trotten, who died
in 1809 at age 38,
•Sarah Trotten, who 
died in 1856 at age 68,
•James Trotten, who 
died in 1804 at the age 
of 9 months
•Thomas Long, who 
died in 1823 at age 16.







Maryland Steel Company at Sparrows Point opened in
1887, a division of Pennsylvania Steel, as a large integrated
mill with a company town of 3,000.

In 1888, the state of Maryland gave the company total
control over the company town, from “the hiring of teachers
at the local schools to the enforcement of town justice and the
collection of residential garbage.”

On July 27, 1891 the Sparrow's Point plant was spun
off as a separate subsidiary, the Maryland Steel Company of
Baltimore County, with Frederick Wood as president and
Rufus Wood as General Agent. A shipbuilding division was
added later in 1891. Frederick Wood ran the works and
introduced a number of important technical improvements
while Rufus was responsible for the running of the company
town, which reflected the influence of the Lowell, MA,
another company town where he grew up.





Courtesy of  
John McGrain











Baltimore American and Commercial Advertiser – May 7, 1890 p. 6
Courtesy of Tom Hollowak



“Two Fatal Accidents at Sparrow’s Point. –
Mr. Robert Tippett, an inspector of boilers in the

employ of the Maryland Steel Company at Sparrow’s Point,
was injured by the explosion shortly before noon on
Wednesday, and died at the Point, Thursday morning. Mr.
Tippett was employed as an overseer of all the boilers, and
while on top of the rail mill boilers, the valve exploded. The
force of the explosion blew him off the top of the boilers. He
was scalded from his face to his knees, and his skull was
fractured by the fall. The cause of the explosion is unknown.”

“Michael Sheliga, a Polish laborer in the boiler shop,
was instantly killed at noon Thursday. Sheliga attempted to
cross the railroad track ahead of a shifter that was running
into the round house. He was struck and killed. Sheliga was
about twenty years old.”

--Baltimore County Democrat ( July 11, 1891)
---Courtesy John McGrain











The Sparrows Point kindergarten, which opened
in 1892, was the first kindergarten south of the Mason-
Dixon Line



When the first streetcar arrived in 1903, school children were given the day off 
to celebrate the event.                                     Photo courtesy of Mike Stilwell



Quarters, or barracks, on Sparrows Point, where
single African American men who worked for
Bethlehem Steel Mill resided until they were able
to secure a home on Sparrows Point for their
families.

---Photo courtesy Louis Diggs









June, 1897 pay stub (the worker was paid by tonnage)—
Courtesy Tony Saladino





Receipt
Sparrows Point Company Store
July, 1899



“This is an Albertype postcard published sometime
after 1907, of unloading ore at Sp. Point. Probably
hand-colored.” – courtesy of John McGrain



Courtesy Charlie Hand  9/2015 



Iron & Brass Workers--1913









1917 The President of the Roland Park
Company teamed with Bethlehem Steel
for a planned community in Dundalk,
intended to house the influx of
steelworkers brought on by the First
World War.
Gene DiGennaro “So good ol' Dundalk
(my hometown) has a Roland Park
connection. Who says Dundalk ain't got
class Hon!”
Sharon Curl Remmey ”I grew up in
Logan Village on Yorkway. Our houses
were built for Bethlehem steel employees.
The houses were all basically the same
inside. The second floors were unfinished,
had one bathroom and very little closet
space. My Dad and uncle finished our
second floor off giving us two extra
bedrooms with a hallway and closet.”

https://www.facebook.com/sharon.remmey?fref=ufi


The Point--early 1920’s



In the 1920’s, the tin mill expanded. “To make tin plate, Bethlehem hauled iron
ore 1,200 miles from Cuba, and purchased tin from the Straits Settlements near Singapore,
13,650 miles distant by boat. These raw materials, together with coal from Bethlehem
mines in West Virginia and Pennsylvania. . .were dumped into the furnaces . . . and shipped
6,7000 miles from Sparrows Point to Honolulu through the Panama Canal”—Mark Reutter

“The worst contamination in Bear Creek was near the mill's Tin Mill Canal,
which was used for decades to discharge water and wastewater into the creek. People who
swim in the area face no extra risk, but people who eat a lot of fish and crabs caught there
would have an increased cancer risk, according to the report, which was presented at a
public meeting in Dundalk Thursday night.” Baltimore Sun April 22, 2016







November 20, 1926
Courtesy Bill Goodman



Courtesy of Al Westra



Sparrows Point High
School opened in 1908,
as the Board of
Education decided to
furnish one teacher for
the first year of high
school in return for, "free
heat and janitor service
for the schools of
Sparrows Point." Of the
high schools presently
operating within the
modern-day boundaries
of Baltimore County,
Sparrows Point High
School is the 5th oldest.



The Bungalows (1914)
Courtesy Archie Thompson 



Photo courtesy of Archie Thompson--1914



Bragg Elementary School on Sparrows Point as it looked in
1915. The school was built by Bethlehem Steel Mill for the
African-American children of Sparrows Point and areas
surrounding Sparrows Point, such as Edgemere and Turner
Station.

--Photo courtesy of Louis Diggs





Bear Creek Bridge



Kj Hopkins I remember in Baltimore City visiting my Grandparents at
Christmas, and the kids would have on their new roller street skates (steel) and
hang on the side of the streetcars and be pulled down the street.
Sandra Chapel This was in the fifties cause I used to ride on it with my mom
Rodger Fisher at low tide you can still see the piling in the water

https://www.facebook.com/kj.hopkins.77?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/sandra.chapel.9?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/rodger.fisher.5?fref=ufi




“Two of my personal heroes, my Grandfather Jack Nelson,(holding the
lunchbox) and his brother, my Great-Uncle Norman Nelson, in Sparrows
Point, MD near the Bethlehem Steel Plant in 1929. My legacy to the
Steelworkers began with them.”

--Mike Lewis (February, 2016)



“November 21, 1955; This is the 200 block of “E” Street. In 1956 Bethlehem
Steel tore down the 2, 3 and 4 hundred blocks of C thru F streets to make room
for the No. 4 Open Hearth. The remainder of the town survived until 1972
when they demolished the entire town to make room for the massive “L” blast
furnace.” Photo courtesy of Roslyn Stockett





One of the longstanding
businesses in The town of
Sparrows Point was Caplan’s
Department Store.



Photo by Kim Hairston—Baltimore Sun

The reunion of the residents of the town of
Sparrows Point, organized by Elmer Hall,
became very popular. The last one was in
August, 2012, at North Point State Park.





Jim Vadas, owner of Mickeys



Daryl Eldrett Watkins to I Grew Up in Sparrows Point, Md
Cypress Gardens, FL · December 24, 2015
So sad. I was wearing my Sparrows Point t-shirt in Key West yesterday and walked 
in to a shop. A very young sales clerk squealed. " I used to live in Dundalk!" 
We started talking and I was saying how sad it was that the town no longer existed. 
She thought I was talking about the mill and had NO IDEA that there had ever 
been a town there. I almost cried at the thought that not only had our hometown 
disappeared but that its memory is fading as well. So thankful to all who are
striving to preserve our history.
Jane Hugunin Kay Too young to remember!!!
Charlie Hand Well you see, Jane, there was once a great steel mill and in the midst 
of the steel mill, a town, which was called Sparr... Oh, you were talking about the 
new principal being too young.
Debby Meyer-Gamble the people I am speaking about (the school administrators) 
aren't from the area and have no clue of our past. Sad for our school enviourment. 
It's not their fault, they are new and young, it's just sad for the history of our area to 
get lost through the ages.
Jac E. Knust Sad. I am constantly baffled by the lack of knowledge of many
younger people about history in general. How can you appreciate life without a
knowledge of history? I will always get "The Point" . Spares Point. Where Bedlum
Steel Comney was.

https://www.facebook.com/daryl.e.watkins.5?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/groups/264701639563/?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Cypress-Gardens-Florida/108639989156828
https://www.facebook.com/jane.kay.3363?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/charles.hand.77?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/debby.meyergamble?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/jacknust?fref=ufi


“All that was romantic and aspiring in the American spirit found its 
expression in steel.” (Instruments of Power from America Today, 1930–31 )   

Thomas Hart Benton



Charles M. Schwab,
chairman of the board of
the Bethlehem Steel Corp.,
shown when he arrived in
New York City on March
28, 1935, aboard the Rex.
The company became the
larges independent steel
company in the world and
developed the H-beam.
"I've thought the whole
thing over, and if we are
going bust, we will go bust
big.”
http://flashbak.com/

http://flashbak.com/




Bethlehem Steel, Sparrows Point     December 22nd, 1937
--Photo courtesy of Mike Elliott

Vincent Golczynski i remember that place and working there in 78 to 83 in the slab yard
Peachy Dixon my dad and many of my uncles worked there as did my brother

https://www.facebook.com/vincent.golczynski?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/peachy.dixon?fref=ufi






The Tin Room where the “tin floppers,” 200 per shift, worked,
checking each sheet of tin plate for defects by “flopping” it over
during World War II.



Mother of Tony Saladino, with Mrs. Elizabeth Alexander, the
forelady in the Tin Room, who staged theatricals with her
“girls”—the “tin floppers.”

Photo courtesy of Tony Saladino



Members of the Employee Representation Plan, the company 
union in1928. The ERP was established to block unionism.



Secretary of Labor Francis Perkins toured Sparrows Point on
July 29, 1933, in support of the NIRA. As wages declined to
26% of value added, Perkins asked: “Would it not be equally
wise and just to make some of these reserves available for
employees who must be laid off from time to time to stimulate
purchasing power?”





Under pressure from the National Defense Commission, and seeing strikes at
Lackawanna and Johnstown, and a one-shift walkout at The Point, Bethlehem Steel agreed
to a union election on September 25,1941. With almost 90% of the workers voting, the
results were: SWOC 10,813 votes; the “independent association” 4,198 votes and “no
union” 713 votes.





Complete Report On All Grievances Filed in the Open Hearth
And Bessemer (BO) Department from Jan. 1,1944 to June II,1945 

Michael Howard—Zone 2 Committeeman

WC Dunston (30 266) Ladle Liner B (iron ladles) Filed on l/4/44,by Shop Steward 
Edw. W, Bishop
Brief Statement of grievance: ''Men with less seniority have by-passed me and were
given Ladle Liner A jobs. I want to be placed on an "A" job in accordance with my
seniority,”
Final  Disposition: Settled satisfactorily on 4/22/44 and Dunston given “A” rating*

Grievance #465-312
C.A. Lane electrician
Filed on 4/12/44 by Shop Steward M. W. Adams
Brief Statement of Grievance. "I request that cooled drinking water be made available 
in the open hearth at least during warm weather."
Final Disposition: As a result of 2nd step discussion, all water lines were re-wrapped
and re-insulated. We did not consider this a satisfactory settlement of the grievance,
and it was appealed to the 3rd step, where the management stated that a "health
hazard" was involved and so referred it to the medical dept. where it is still
pigeonholed.



1942-- At Sparrows Point, workers celebrate triple launching.
Photograph by A. Aubrey Bodine.





During the course of World War II, military 
strategies—and military

procurement—dramatically changed.

Made of steel                                                  Made of aluminum



On November 19, 1945, President Truman
proposed a new national health care program.
His proposals came to Congress in the form
of a Social Security expansion bill, co-
sponsored in Congress by Senators Robert
Wagner (D-NY) and James Murray (D-MT),
along with Representative John Dingell (D-
MI). For this reason, the bill was known
popularly as the W-M-D bill. The American
Medical Association (AMA) launched a
spirited attack against the bill, capitalizing on
fears of Communism in the public mind. The
AMA characterized the bill as "socialized

medicine", and in a forerunner to the rhetoric of the McCarthy era, called Truman
White House staffers "followers of the Moscow party line.“ When conservatives
gained in the 1946 election, the issue died.

When Bethlehem Steel declared bankruptcy in September, 2001, its
annual cost for health care for retirees was $3 billion.



Courtesy Bill McLyman



“This incredible photograph shows
the Bessemer process in progress.
The Bessemer process was the first
inexpensive industrial process for
the mass-production of steel from
molten pig iron. Patented in 1855,
the process was named after its
inventor, Henry Bessemer.”

photo by A. Aubrey Bodine-1949 
courtesy Maryland Historical 

Society.



October 10, 1951 – A worker in the blast furnace at Sparrows Point
(Robert F. Kniesche/Baltimore Sun)



Workers on strike pick up checks at Sparrows Point  during the national steel
strike that began October 1, 1949, involving 500,000 workers. The issues were 

getting the Company to fully pay for pensions and health insurance.  The two sides 
were described in the New York Times as “so adamant yet so affable.”

--Photo courtesy of  Tom Trego





Workers in the pipe mill-1952
The pipe mill opened

in the 1940’s, closed in the
1980’s and was demolished in
1998.

The site in 2015 is heavily
contaminated with arsenic,
iron, manganese and
vanadium and “Exposure to
large quantities of these metals
can be toxic, according to a
survey conducted for the EPA
and MSDE in anticipation of
new construction (possibly by
FedEx) on the location



The Pattern Shop



Sparrows Point in 1953
Photo courtesy of Mark Reutter



Courtesy of Bob Mulkey



In 1959, employment reached its peak of 33,000



On July 3, 1959, a national steel strike began.



1959 national steel strike—116 days



Returning to work at The Point  after the 1959 strike
http://wn.com/steel_strike

http://wn.com/steel_strike


Glenda Jean Lawrenson I remember standing in line for bread,
dry milk, cheese, etc. and my dad doing menial jobs to support us.
Good life lessons.
Elaine Acevedo And eating deer, meal after meal, to make ends
meet. I won't eat it now.
Robert Walton I remember the blocks of cheese, the oatmeal and
the margarine. it got us through the strike.
Debby Meyer-Gamble Glenda, as soon as I read John's post, I
thought of us going to the Union Hall behind the building to get
food. Remember the dry milk and cereal?
John Barry Yep: my dad still went to work daily, but he was in the
engineering office in the shipyard. I can still remember seeing the
pickets around trash barrel fires at the various gates, and remember
how odd it was not to hear the usual sounds, see the smoke from
the stacks, and especially not see the brilliant orange light at night
when ingots were getting poured (I lived at 510 D Street then).

https://www.facebook.com/glenda.lawrenson?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/elaine.acevedo.7?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/robert.walton.10?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/debby.meyergamble?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/john.barry.5688476?fref=ufi




First beer in cans goes on sale
January 24, 1935



“Drink soda from steel cans”
The steel and can industries contributed to the growth of canned

soda pop with a $ 9-million campaign to promote the steel beverage can.
Soon after canned soda pop had held about 13 percent of the market in
1965.



Aluminum was used for beverage
cans since as early as 1960, first for
frozen juice concentrate. As early as
1961, Reynolds Metals Co., now
part of Alcoa Inc., had a study
showing that the public preferred
aluminum cans over tin plated steel
cans and soon made inroads into the
marketplace with its easy-open
aluminum can lids. This speeded the
development and commercial use of
aluminum cans for the beer and soft
drink markets.

By 1963 12-ounce
aluminum beverage cans were
beginning to be produced in larger
quantities and in 1967 that volume
swelled considerably when Coca
Cola and Pepsi converted to
aluminum cans.



I am a 14 year old girl and I would like the information on why plastic is
replacing metal in the production of cars. I would like to know the answer to this
or any information on the subject for my chemistry homework can not find an
answer. I would be very grateful if anybody could shed some light on this
situation for me.
Thank-you. Leah
Simple answer, money and weight. Most plastic is cheaper than most metal and

weighs a lot less (better fuel economy). Plastic can be injection molded, vacuum

molded, cast and generally machined or "worked" faster and cheaper than

metal. Something like a small gear can be made out of a suitable plastic for

about 1% of the cost of a machined metal one and half to 2 thirds of a cast metal

one. James Watts
But there's another reason, especially for winter cold areas where the roads are 
salted, and that is the corrosion resistance of ALL plastics is pretty d. good! 
Metals are all prone to some type of reducing or oxidizing attack, heck, it would 
be very expensive to use any super metals and it is bad enough, chemically 
speaking, to use, say, stainless bolts into mild steel frames where you have wet 
and salty conditions. Your chemistry teacher will gladly explain why, I'm sure.
Hence plastics will not cause galvanic attack.    Freeman Newton



Plastic enables complex design. Welded metal components may need 4-5 pieces
of child parts to be welded together. By using plastic moulding process, complex
products can be produced in one-shot. Sometime, metal parts design limited to
stamping capability. For example, thick stamping part may need a very expensive
machine and tooling to produce. By using plastic, some of this problem can be
solved and more complex and sophisticated product outlook can be designed.
Kwang Horng
“As landfills overflow with discarded plastics, scientists have been working to
produce a biodegradable alternative that will reduce pollution. Now a Tel Aviv
University researcher is giving the quest for environmentally friendly plastics an
entirely new dimension — by making them tougher than ever before. Prof.
Moshe Kol of TAU's School of Chemistry is developing a super-strength
polypropylene — one of the world's most commonly used plastics — that has the
potential to replace steel and other materials used in everyday products. This
could have a long-term impact on many industries, including car manufacturing,
in which plastic parts could replace metallic car parts. Durable plastics consume
less energy during the production process, explains Prof. Kol. And there are
additional benefits as well. If polypropylene car parts replaced traditional steel,
cars would be lighter overall and consume less fuel, for example. And because
the material is cheap, plastic could provide a much more affordable
manufacturing alternative.” June, 2012.





1958 
from Kevin 
Nozeika



Executive Order 8802—June 24, 1941
Prohibited race discrimination in defense industries



Photo courtesy of Louis Diggs



Among the workers drawn to Sparrows Point to work during World
War II, was Day Lacks, husband of Henrietta, who lived in Turner
Station.







The Consent Decree in 1974 was a 
significant moment for civil rights in the 
steel industry, a movement that started in 

the 1940’s



“There was a lot of jobs that
blacks weren't allowed to do or the
unions that they weren't allowed to
promote into--your mechanical
department, your maintenance period,
mechanical, electrical, your machine
shops and all that. It was just a very
few, if any, blacks. And as a result, by
1968 after going to Washington and
bringing the government in, the
company and the union got together
and we opened up the plan that you
got promoted with your plant
seniority instead of unit seniority.”

--Eddie Bartee





Edie Papadakis (Butler) was one
of the first women hired into the mill
after the Consent Decree. She was the
daughter and niece of steelworkers at
The Point.

“Well, nobody worked with me
for two days. I sat on the bench, and I
thought what can I say to these guys to
really make them mad, and I said I am
getting paid for just sitting here. They
are out there sweating, working their rear
ends off, and I'm just sitting there getting
a nice pay, and I told them that and they
got mad, and the one says ‘well then, you
are coming with me’ and then I got
to start. It was one way of getting them.”

Photo by Chiaki Kawajiri Baltimore Sun



Mary Lorenzo—Woman of Steel



Asbestos was named by the ancient Greeks
who also recognized certain
hazards of the material. The Greek geographer
Strabo and the Roman naturalist Pliny-the-
Elder noted that the material damaged the
lungs of slaves who wove it into cloth.
When the industrial properties of asbestos were first
introduced just before the Civil War it was
considered a miracle mineral. It is tough, resilient,
yet sufficiently pliable in some forms to allow the
mineral fibers to be woven. Asbestos will not burn
in any flame and has excellent insulation properties
as well. It is the perfect raw material for insulation
around industrial sites that use heat.

In 1930, a report was produced for
the major asbestos company Johns-
Manville, for internal company use only, about
asbestos worker fatalities. In 1932, A letter
from U.S. Bureau of
Mines to asbestos manufacturer Eagle-
Picher stated "It is now known that asbestos dust is
one of the most
dangerous dusts to which man is exposed.”



In 1981, attorney Peter Angelos began representing steelworkers in asbestos cases
and filed for six former bricklayers, some of whom started working for the company in
1936. Angelos introduced evidence that in 1952, doctors administering physicals at the
Sparrows Point dispensary, saw evidence of asbestosis on chest X-rays and concealed the
results.

Mesothelioma is an aggressive cancer
affecting the membrane lining of the lungs and
abdomen and is caused by exposure to
asbestos. The hundreds of steel mills and
fabrication shops used asbestos as insulation
for buildings, furnaces, forges, and other steel
processing equipment. Thousands of workers
were fitted out with asbestos clothing or gloves
or aprons to protect them from heat
exposure. Thousands more working in
fabricating shops had similar experiences
because asbestos gloves, aprons and hats were
worn by welders and steel finishers just as they
were by steel workers operating blast furnaces
and rolling mills.



Eventually, settlements and awards in such cases made Angelos a rich man
and a hero to many steelworkers and the cases—now filed against manufacturers
since the steel companies declared bankruptcy—are continuing.

In 1991, more than 10,000 asbestos-related cases were consolidated into a
single case.

In March 2011, a jury awarded four asbestosis sufferers, including two
former Sparrows Point workers, $9.6 million in a suit against asbestos manufacturer
Wallace & Gale.



L Blast Furnace, 1978
Courtesy Bob Winn.



An unidentified gentleman keeping
an eye on a belt conveying one of
the many sizes and types of nails
that were made by the nail machines
in the Rod & Wire Mills.

--Photo courtesy of Mike Stilwell

Louis D. Baldi At 18 years old in
1966 I started my work career in the
Rod & Wire Mill at Sparrows Point,
although I never worked in the Nail
Mill I did traverse through it many
times, you literally had to shout.
Jeff Patton I spent a lifetime there
in the summer of 1968. (9/10/16)

https://www.facebook.com/louis.d.baldi?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/jeff.patton.7587?fref=ufi


In the 1960's, the company provided tours of the plant for various
groups, like schools. Tour guides would lead them on bus rides through
the plant, with walks through some of the mills, ending with lunch in the
main office cafeteria. Each member of the tour would be given a small
box of nails, about 3" x 3-1/2" x 1".

–courtesy Mike Stillwell





Courtesy Jim Blankenship





On February 25, 1997,
Bethlehem Steel agreed to an
unprecedented, $50 million
cleanup with the
Environmental Protection
Agency at Sparrows Point to
curb pollution that had been
fouling the air, water and land
for years.

High levels of contamination in the groundwater and sediment
have been recorded in some areas of the plant and the nearby creek.
The wastes include benzene, chromium, lead, naphthalene,
benzo(a)pyrene, and zinc but no comprehensive analysis of the
creek water and sediment has ever been conducted, nor a health
assessment. Little cleanup has occurred, on or off the plant site.







The cold rolling plant at Bethlehem Steel Sparrows Point in 2003
Photo by Algerina Perna  The Baltimore Sun





Modern steelmaking—the 68” Hot Mill office



Photo by Jay Mallin-2005



Courtesy of Bill Goodman



“In the plate mill area of Bethlehem Steel plant, where over 5,000 are presently
employed, Douglas Penn, are 56, works as a "Heater." He was photographed in the
charging crane, with the "3 High Mill" behind him. He is responsible for slabs coming
out of the furnace at 2450 degrees F. as they go into the 3 High Mill which forms the
slabs into specific widths. Penn, who has worked at Bethlehem Steel for 36 years, said, "I
take cold slabs, put 'em into burners and heat 'em up. You get accustomed to the heat. If
the outside temperature is 100 degrees, it is 150 degrees in here. In this job, you have to
be careful with what you are doing. If you do not keep your mind on your job, you can
easily mess up." Photo by Amy Davis Baltimore Sun



Photo By Algerina Perna  
The Baltimore Sun







Evening Primrose
Photo by Bud Lippert



Photo by Kris Sabol



Good Day on the ’56 (1994)
Photo courtesy of Thad Isner



Keith Wheeler, Wally Kirklewski, Mark Lara, Bill Leasure on the 66 
inch  cold sheet mill.   Photo by Thad Isner





Last Day on the # 11 Mill



April 9, 2003 – A lone employee enters the massive doorway to 
the L Furnace at Bethlehem Steel at Sparrows Point. 

Algerina Perna--Baltimore Sun



Cartoon by Ralph Dudley



Poster by Don Castronovo—shown being interviewed by Tokyo-TV, 2015



Photo courtesy Barbara Morris



For Lamont Handy-El--2013





“The Card Players”



Courtesy Sparrows Point Memories Facebook
Photographer and subject not named



Working a double shift
Photo by Lamont Handy-El



Courtesy Louis TauberRetirement Party



Don Forrest  1989-2003





Employment in 1985 at Sparrows Point fell below 
10,000 for the first time since the Great 

Depression.



On September 24, 2001, Bethlehem Steel announced Robert S. “Steve”
Miller—described as “a widely recognized and experienced turnaround expert”--as
CEO. Within weeks, the company declared bankruptcy and on March 31, 2002,
terminated all pensions (which were taken over at a steep loss by The Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corporation) and all health insurance for the retirees as way of reducing the
$3 billion annual cost of its retiree health-care obligations—the “legacy costs.” There
are 14,600 retirees in Baltimore area.

"Chapter 11 does not solve our problems," said Miller. "It provides us a
process and framework within which we can address and explore the significant issues
facing the company“ as well as working with the United Steelworkers union to reduce
labor and health-care costs for active employees.



“Eliminating these responsibilities - coldly called 'stranded costs' - made
Bethlehem Steel an attractive prospect for corporate bottom-feeder Wilbur Ross, who
created The International Steel Group (ISG) to scoop up a series of failing steel
companies. In April 2003, Ross bought Bethlehem Steel for $1.5 billion, negotiating
a controversial union contract with the USWA as part of the purchase agreement. This
new union collective bargaining agreement
gutted the Basic Steel agreement that had been in effect since the 1940's,

•collapsed 35 job classifications into 5,
•reduced vacation time,
•tightened discipline
•eliminated the defined benefit pension plan altogether,
•offered buy-outs to thousands of workers

At the same time, Ross and Miller promised to keep the Sparrows Point 
plant open and assured both future investment and prosperity.

True to form, however, Ross - described in The Baltimore Sun as 'a
billionaire investor' (6/10/2006) flipped all of his steel companies within an 18-month
period, and sold ISG in 2005 to global steel titan Lakshmi Mittal for a profit
estimated at between $118-300 million. . . . ”

Navy vet Kerp. The Daily Kos. November 16, 2016 



Wilbur Ross, Trump's Commerce pick, offshored 2,700 jobs since 2004
Reuters  January 17, 2017



In April, 2003, a
bankruptcy court approved
the sale of all of
Bethlehem’s assets to
International Steel Group
(ISG) , headed by venture
capitalist Wilbur Ross, ending

the company’s 99 years in production as Bethlehem Steel.
In 2005, ISG sold out to Mittal Steel USA, a

subsidiary of the Mittal Steel Company (Rotterdam, The
Netherlands), which became Sparrows Point's third owner
in 2005, forming the world's largest steel maker.

“Once considered the flagship of Bethlehem Steel
Corporation, nearly 2,400 workers are employed at the
Sparrows Point mill, which produces approximately 3
million tons of steel and 500,000 tons of tin mill products a
year.”



Steelworkers in the global economy
Strike against Mittal Steel at Katowice, Poland, 

2006





Demonstration on Merritt Blvd in Dundalk--2003



Phil Pack--2003



Did foreign steel kill Sparrows Point?



Global crude steel production by country in 2010



“Pictures of the 56" cold mill
warehouse in 2011. Heavy rains after
a snow caused the roof to collapse.
You had to be aware of falling roof
debris the last few months the coating
lines operated. Being hit by a chunk
could leave a permanent part in your
hair. Running on a shoestring left little
for building maintenance. I like the
reflection of the roof in the flooded
water. Note the 30' hole in the one
picture.” Dave Baker 3/14/2016



As I walked across the Golden Gate Bridge in January, 2011, I
saw this plaque on the bridge. At the same time, I could see the
new construction on the Oakland Bay Bridge—all Chinese steel.



“May 20, 2016--The US has raised its import duties on Chinese steelmakers by
more than fivefold after accusing them of selling their products below market
prices.
The taxes of 522% specifically apply to Chinese-made cold-rolled flat steel, which is
used in car manufacturing, shipping containers and construction. The US Commerce
Department ruling comes amid heightened trade tensions between the two sides over
several products, including chicken parts.
Steel is an especially sensitive issue. US and European steel producers claim China is
distorting the global market and undercutting them by dumping its excess supply
abroad. The Commerce Department also levied anti-dumping duties of 71% on
Japanese-made cold-rolled steel.” --BBC News



In February, 2007, the US Justice Department used
anti-trust power to force Mittal to sell Sparrows Point so the
company “does not have too much control over the market for
tin plate used to make cans for foods, aerosol sprays, paints
and other products.”

Mittal sold the plant for $810 million to Russian steel
maker Severstal in March, 2008, which in turn sold the
business in March, 2011 to The Renco Group, headed by Ira
Rennert, who ran the business as RG Steel. Rennert sold the
property to a liquidator for $ 72 million on August 8, 2012.



The last coil, in the New Cold Mill, on its way from the Skin 
Pass Mill to the Packaging Line, July 12, 2012.

Photo by Mike Stemple, courtesy of Mike Stilwell 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1425375234144903&set=gm.757932294344247&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1425375234144903&set=gm.757932294344247&type=3


With a net worth of $5.9 billion, Ira Rennert’s
house in Southampton, NY has 29 bedrooms, 39
bathrooms, three dining rooms, three swimming pools, a
164-seat theater, a basketball court, a gymnasium and a
two-lane bowling alley.



On May 12, 2012, officials of
RG Steel announced that the whole mill
would be “idled,” by June 18, laying off
1,714 hourly and 261 salaried workers,
and pulling about $3 million/ week from
the local economy, and eliminating health
insurance coverage.

While union officers were
confident about finding a new owner,
and workers scoffed at the rumors of a
final shutdown--"Personally, we've been
though this so much, I don't get shook up
about this stuff," one worker told
Baltimore Sun reporter Hanna Cho—
eventually these efforts failed and the
mill closed forever.

Photo by Fern Shen. Baltimore Brew



At a union meeting which overflowed the old 2610 hall, on
August 12, 2012, workers learned that the union officers had not yet
been able to find a buyer for the mill, and that health insurance benefits
would be cut. A fund established to pay medical expenses was quickly
exhausted. Photo by Fern Shen. Baltimore Brew













Sad day. It's the one year anniversary of myself and many 
others losing their job at RG Steel after the company filed 

bankruptcy. Miss my job and coworkers soo much. I'm never 
going to work at a place as awesome as that ever again. Not 

many people can say that they don't dread going to 
work...Well, working at the point, there was never a time 

where I dreaded going. Not to mention it was nice not living 
off a strict budget!

Lisa Marie   June 8, 2013   Memories of Sparrows Point (FB)



“The attached pictures of the demolition of the Plate Mill 
buildings speak for themselves (taken 7-29-13). “ 

Mike Stilwell





Archie Reid Thompson ”That makes me sick. My
Grandfather came to this country from Scotland after World
War 1, because there was no work there. He had an Uncle and
cousins here in Sparrows Point, so he came here to work. He
was a decorated War Hero, awarded a medal and
commendation from King George, the Queen's Grandfather.
He started working there in 1922-23 and someone in our
family worked there until it closed in 2011, including me. My
Father and his Brother and Sister were born in the house in
the bungalows and my Grandmother lived there until the town
was razed in 1972-73. (50 years) Their house is the only
house still on Sparrows Point Property, on Wharf Road, now
the Pleasant Yacht Club. Anyone who says the plant was bad
for this area needs a quick kick in the Ass! We're going down
the drain thanks to our politician friends. Don't forget to
Vote.” December 23, 2013

https://www.facebook.com/archie.r.thompson


James Starlings Ok, we're not even crying over spilled
milk anymore. The milk has been dried up and even the
rest of the carton has gone sour by now. What part of
BANKRUPT do people not understand. That means that
the company who owed you has no money and forfeit
assets in attempt to resolve some debt to creditors but
waive responsibility to the remainder while going out of
business. The people who buy such assets are not
responsible for your lost wages. The state who further
fines or gives tax breaks to said company are not
responsible for your lost wages. YOU ARE NEVER
GOING TO GET COMPENSATED! Let it go and move
on. You can't move on to your future while gripping
tightly to your past. These may be harsh words to some
but it is what it is!

2/15/2014

https://www.facebook.com/james.starlings


Rededication of Steelworker Memorial
Dundalk Heritage Park—October, 2013



Death certificate for Malcolm Bradford    February 1, 1954
Compound skull fracture
•Crushing injury to chest
•Traumatic   to both feet



Brett Fulton ”We had your lives pulled a part after 33 1/2 years I
like many others had to start all over, its not a fun this to do at our
ages.”
Jennifer Bartal Roth ”It doesn't matter how much time goes by,
this stuff still hits me hard and makes me feel a sense of panic,
horror and loss. So sad.”
John Markel Jr ”I worked at sparrows point for 34 years feel
sorry for the guys that had 30 years & couldn't retire because of
they were to young, brings tears to my eyes to see these videos
because my dad worked there for 46 years & to see what happened
to it.”
Jane Hugunin Kay ”You can honor a legacy all you want, but you
can't build a future on something that was so precious to so many
and still lives in their hearts by looking to the future. That future
will never exists for us as long as our memories are still clear!!”

11/2014

https://www.facebook.com/brett.fulton.3?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/JenRoth99?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/jmarkeljr?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/jane.kay.3363?fref=ufi




Food Bank at Steelworkers Union Hall. November, 2013



Food Bank at Steelworkers Union Hall. November, 2013



Food Bank at Steelworkers Hall—November, 2013



Food bank at Steelworkers’ Union Hall—November, 2013



”It doesn't matter how much time goes by, this 
stuff still hits me hard and makes me feel a sense 
of panic, horror and loss. So sad.”



Building collapses during demolition    May 5, 2014
Photo by Algerina Perna— The Baltimore Sun
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THE 2014 ELECTION
“Alright people i did my duty and voted the basterds out. Everybody get out 
and vote , especially Brown and Kamenetz , vote them all out , never forget 
what happened to us. Make your voice heard and get maybe a little payback to 
those who hurt us. Never forget !!!!!!!!!!!!!!”

“From the time I started working for Bethlehem Steel in 1966, every election 
season, the politicians would show up at #1 clock house asking for your vote 
promising you that they were fighting to save your jobs. The scene outside of 
the window shows just how hard they fought.”

“I hope Kevin Kanmynutz can see this post because I'd like to tell him to suck 
my crank.”

“So what the "news" doesnt report is how no one wants to start an industry in 
MD...hell look at how many have left in the last few years. This state is like 
the big bad wolf licking its chops while trying to lure in the sheep.....but the 
sheep know better, they can see all the corpses of what used to be.
they can claim what they want, but the proof is in the pudding, they would 
rather have 200 walmarts and McD's then 1 factory. deep water port my 
ass.....deep pockets in gov”



August, 2015



November 24, 2014—
Sparrows Point Terminal Open House



Maryland 
Department of 

the Environment
Public 

Informational 
Meeting on the

Former 
Sparrows Point 

Steel Mill
Environmental 

Cleanup



Steve Pomeroy
November 24, 2014



Mill model and photo courtesy of  Bill Wolf



Searching for a lost relative
“A friend of mine found this in her parent's belongings while cleaning out the
house. It belonged to her grandfather who lived in Highland Town. I got excited
when she showed me and thought you would enjoy it, too. I wasn't sure what the
letters and numbers meant.” Nancy Coleman 2/27/2015



Billboard at the end of the Peninsula Expressway.
January, 2015





The monthly meeting of the Retired Steelworkers 
draws hundreds of former workers to the old Local 

2609 union hall on Dundalk Avenue.









Demolition of the “L” Furnace—January 28, 2015
Photos by Bill Goodman



Demolition of the “L” Furnace—January 28, 2015
Photo by Bill Goodman



Jim Blankenship Michael excellent pictures I truly appreciate all these pictures. I 
worked on L furnace for 35 years from start to finish from top to bottom. i'm just 
disappointed I didn't get a chance to retire from the BIG OLE' "L". I have 
hundreds of pictures inside and out, up-and-down and plenty of memories. It's 
hard to believe probably in the next coming weeks it'll be no longer there.

Photo by Mike Stilwell     1/26/2015

https://www.facebook.com/jim.blankenship.108?fref=ufi


“Of particular note is the Christmas star on the top structure
of ‘L’ Furnace, which has been lit over the past three
decades during the Christmas holidays. It is now doomed
to be dark forever.”

---Al Westra and Mike Stilwell (2014)



THIS CREW REMOVED THE STAR FROM THE TOP OF “L” BLAST FURNACE, LANDED IT ON THE
GROUND, MOVED IT TO A SECURE LOCATION, REFURBISHED IT, AND RELIT IT. THEY ARE, FROM LEFT
TO RIGHT, MALCOLM ADDISON, STEVE FIGLIEL, MIKE VOGLER, DON BERRY, ED KAMINISKI, WILLIE
CARGO, ANDY AMRHEIN, JEFF CRABILL, AND PHIL CRISP.



Relighting the Star—December, 2015



Bill Baker The point was my second home and a friend. It did a lot for me. 
It actually helped me through a bad time in my life. I’ve said before, for 
me, its my friend who is dying and theres nothing i can do to help him . Its 
a sad sad time that should not have come. Too soon. Way too soon.   
(12/8/2014)

Alan Almony L Furnace put a roof over my head, diapers on my butt, food 
in my mouth, and the same for my 2 kids. This breaks my 
heart:(12/8/2014)

Josh Polanowski Scars left by the mill: It's odd, but nearly 3 years later 
and 1,500 miles away. [living in Houston, TX]  I still find myself packing a 
double lunch every day, just in case I get stuck on a double. (Not that it can 
happen). (1/12/15)

James Tolston Better to have to much food, then not enough. Plus, one of 
your friends might be working a double and you could share any left overs. 
(1/12/15)

https://www.facebook.com/Billssvt?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/alan.almony?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/josh.polanowski?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/james.tolston.90?fref=ufi


“I Worked at L furnace from 1978 to 1982. I have some of
the fondest memories of my working career there. In the
shadow of this great machine I was challenged to do the best
I could at everything I touched while working on it. The
people were the best you could ever hope to work with. We
were all challenged to do something great and felt like we
were. It left an impression on my life that's hard to overstate.
its just sad that our country and the industrial system in it let
us and the big L down.

“I was wondering why we don't get the gang back
together one evening somewhere to celebrate L being in our
life and see one another again. Before we are all gone.”

Stan Michalski
February 5, 2015



A crew from Tokyo-TV toured the grounds for a story on the impact 
of free trade agreements.     August 19, 2015



Josh Polanowski
FORMER USW 9477 INFORMATION PAGE
Houston, TX · August 31, 2015

“Just a quick question:
I know it's been a few years since we all got the
boot, but has anyone else been experiencing
P.T.S.D. (Post traumatic stress disorder) type
symptoms? For example: vivid nightmares about
the mill, jumpy nerves, angry reactions to sudden
and loud noises, trembling or shaking when
stressed or pressured. I'm just asking to find out if
I'm the only one. If so, please comment and tell
what area you worked in. It seems like it's getting
harder to control my anger. Like sometimes I have
to go outside and break stuff or hit something.”

https://www.facebook.com/josh.polanowski?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/groups/128634017330217/?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Houston-Texas/115963528414384


Robert Perry October 20, 2015 Stevensville, MD
It amazes me how much time and coverage TV news spends on a 60-year old guy
who turned his self in to a girl and a guy that spent 70 grand in a whore house and
O D on coke but when the steel mill closed and 4000 people lost there jobs some
lost every thing they worked for ..... The news spent 2 or 3 min talking about that
and not much more was ever on the news
Kirby Summers Don't forget to mention the 18 steel workers who committed 
suicide since the mill shut down, that's what I heard from Dennis Shoop when a 
few of us from the Mill got out for an evening a year after the mill shut down. 
Never heard that on TV did you ! What a shame !!!
James Tolston I remember back in 1983, I was working in the Pipe Mill. When 
they shut it down, two of my friends had hung themselves. This is 
unbelievable.
Barb Vaughn Actually, Donna Hamilton from WBAL was grinning and smiling 
during a broadcast on the evening news talking about the closing and people 
losing their jobs. Lost all respect for her....very sad how all news media treat 
catastrophic & life changing situations.
Rick Butler Priorities, priorities, priorities.......if it was to benefit the everyday 
workers then the media didn't give a shit ,the government didn't give a shit. The 
truly sad thing is the brothers we have lost over the years since the closure of the 
mill.

https://www.facebook.com/robert.perry.7140?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Stevensville-Maryland/107948672561422
https://www.facebook.com/kirby.summers?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/groups/75860317772/
https://www.facebook.com/barb.vaughn.3?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/rick.butler.376?fref=ufi






Bob Adams Yeah. logistics logistics logistics. In other words they are transforming a
manufacturing center that provided good paying jobs into a center for warehousing and
distributing imported garbage. Woopie. (April 11, 2016)
Dale Meyer Positive, think positive my friend. (April 11, 2016) 
Bob Adams I was just hoping for something better. (April 12, 2016) 
Jeff Miller hope you go bankrupt quickly ( April 11, 2016)
Michael Stilwell That kind of attitude is like cutting off your nose to spite your face.
There may be some jobs created there, not like steelworkers wages, but jobs. A company
is investigating the possibility of making the towers and related equipment for electric
generating windmills, on the site. Let's hope they make a go of it. (May 17)
Jeff Miller You keep that positive attitude Michael. That and $3.00 will get you a large 
coffee at Dunkin Donuts!  (May 17, 2016)
Dale Meyer Jeff, they just bought the land that others destroyed. They had nothing to do
with the demise of the Point. At least they are trying to make a buck off of the land and
create jobs in the process. I don't want others to go the way we all went. I wish them the
best.

Robert Fitzgerald Michael, I respect your opinion, but have mine too.... There
was a whole LOT of people in on that DEAL !!!!!!! I DO HOPE IT SINKS IN
THE RIVER AND NO ONE GETS ANY USE OUT OF IT !!!!!!! 33 years and

to be treated like that....... NO !!!!!!!!!
Glenn Evans Sounds like a crooked back room deal put together by Kamenetz and his
deep pocketed associates.

https://www.facebook.com/jeff.miller.33633?fref=ufi


Preserving the History of The Point

http://data.baltimoresun.com/stories/sparrows-point-a-year-after-bankruptcy-
unsettled-lives/
http://millstories.umbc.edu/ www.sparrowspointsteelworkers.com

Photo by Jamie Smith-Hopkins/Baltimore Sun

http://data.baltimoresun.com/stories/sparrows-point-a-year-after-bankruptcy-unsettled-lives/
http://millstories.umbc.edu/
http://www.sparrowspointsteelworkers.com/


The state historical marker for Sparrows
Point was unveiled on April 23, 2016.
The photo at left had more than 30,000

views on Facebook.



Louis Diggs,  historian of Turner Station



Joe Giordano, historian of Sparrows Point



Elmer Hall, historian of Sparrows Point



Mark Reutter, historian of Sparrows Point (with Joe Kotelchuck)



Deborah Rudacille, historian of Sparrows Point



Ben Womer after he retired. The red
splotches on his face came from exposure to
the furnace heat.

(From Mark Reutter, "Making Steel")

Because the furnaces
worked around-the-clock, Ben
Womer said, “Many a man
who worked daylight on
Christmas never saw his
children on Christmas morning
unless they were gotten up at
five o’clock to see their toys
when he was ready to go for
work.”

“This kind of
dedication could only mean
that your devotion to the
company that you worked for
was your trademark.”



Dundalk Historical Society      2016



Joyce Kotelchuck, historian of Sparrows Point



Jack Womer, historian of Sparrows Point



Mike Stilwell, historian of Sparrows Point

Bill Goodman historian of Sparrows Point





Kenneth Durr, historian of Sparrows Point



October  5, 1949—workers wait to get paid during a strike
http://darkroom.baltimoresun.com/2015/01/photo-retrospective-of-

bethlehem-steel-sparrows-point/#1

Photo retrospective of Bethlehem Steel, Sparrows Point

http://darkroom.baltimoresun.com/2015/01/photo-retrospective-of-bethlehem-steel-sparrows-point/


New Shiloh Baptist Church--Dundalk





Mike Roller, historian of The Point






